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Abstract

Restorative justice practices are applied only to the margins of criminal justice sys‐
tems. These systems generally punish the wrongdoer in order to give him his ‘just
desert’. For restorative justice to be more attractive, we need to understand why
punitive retribution is such a powerful motive. If the scales of justice are out of bal‐
ance because of suffering inflicted (to the offended), why would the infliction of
more suffering (to the offender) bring redemption? It is argued that much of the
sting of being harmed by an offender derives from the identity implications of the
act. Punitive retribution may satisfy short-lasting vindictive desires, but its main
symbolic function is to restore the victim’s self-image and dignity by humiliating
the perpetrator. This is done in a notoriously indirect and ineffective way, though.
It is argued that restorative justice can do much better, if it is understood in terms
of empowering the offended. This involves procedures that restore the victim’s
autonomy, prestige and self-confidence. Apart from bringing the offended back into
the driver’s seat of the process, restorative justice empowers the survivors of crime
by helping them face offenders, face themselves and face their community. Restora‐
tive justice is not only much more rewarding than punitive retribution, it also pro‐
vides better ways of communicating personal and public disapproval of crime.

Keywords: Restorative justice, retributive punishment, empowerment of victims,
restoring dignity and autonomy in survivors of crime.

1. The satisfaction from well-executed retribution

This is the famous story from the Book of Esther in the Hebrew Bible (Esther
2:21-7:11): the wise Jew Mordecai, who once saved the king’s life by revealing the
plot of two assassins, has deeply insulted Haman, a high official just promoted to
the most prominent position in the kingdom. While all the royal officials come to
pay their respect and bow before the proud Haman, Mordecai refuses to play the
game and does not kneel and pay Haman honour. Haman is furious and plans to
kill not only Mordecai but all the Jewish kinsmen with him, women and children
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included. He deceives the king into signing a law that will result in a genocide and
already erects – in front of his house – a 75-foot-high gallows on which Mordecai
will be hanged.

By accident – the sleepless king has the chronicles of his kingdom recited in
his bedroom – the story of the prevented assassination is brought back to the
king’s mind and he learns that the wise Mordecai has never been rewarded for his
intervention. Next morning, the king asks Haman, who entered the palace in
order to obtain the king’s permission to hang Mordecai, what honour should be
given to a man who has served the kingdom so well as to protect the king’s life.
Haman, who mistakenly assumes that the king is referring to him, suggests a
pompous ride on the king’s horse through the city streets, robed in the king’s gar‐
ments and with a royal crest placed on the head. The king commands that Morde‐
cai will be given that honour and Haman is forced to lead Mordecai on horseback
through the city streets, proclaiming before him, ‘This is what is done for the man
the king delights to honour!’

Even more enraged by this event, Haman takes console in the invitation for a
royal banquet by one of the king’s concubines, Esther, not knowing that she is
Mordecai’s niece and thus Jewish.

At the banquet, Esther in tears reveals to the king that she and her people are
about to be destroyed and pleads for the king to rescue her. When the king asks
who is responsible, she points out Haman as the one who has planned the killing.
Haman realises that the evil he was organising is now turned upon his own head.
He begs Esther for his life, falling down on her couch (which even more enrages
the king). Haman is being hung on the pole he had set up for Mordecai. Finally,
the king rewards Mordecai by giving him Haman’s position at the court.

The Book of Esther was included into the Hebrew canon in spite of the fact
that the holy name of God is never mentioned in the text, making the book’s sta‐
tus questionable.1 Even so, the story was immensely popular, probably because of
the intricate way in which the evil character, Haman, is being repaid. People enjoy
stories like these because there is something profoundly attractive and satisfying
about well-executed retribution. Psychological research shows that retribution is
especially satisfactory if it makes the perpetrator suffer in ways that psychologi‐
cally fit the wrong done (Haidt, Sabini, Gromet & Darley, 2010: 1-3). The proud
Haman is forced to lead Mordecai on the king’s horse through the streets and in
the end is killed on the gallows that he had erected for Mordecai. For retribution
to be successful, it is also important that the perpetrator knows that his suffering
is meant as punishment for his wrongdoing. People do not regard harm that by
accident comes to the evildoer (a murderer dies from sudden cerebral hemor‐
rhage) as genuine retribution. The evildoer should know why he is suffering in
order for retribution to be effective and satisfying. That is why well-executed ret‐

1 Although the Council of Jamnia in 90 CE regarded the book as canonical, it was not regarded as
such by the Essene community of Qumran (it is the only book from the Hebrew Bible not presen‐
ted among the Dead Sea scrolls), and it is criticised in the Talmud. Even so, it is a featured text in
Jewish liturgy, read during the important festival of Purim (or Hanukkah), the festival that it
was ostensibly written to authorise. See Berlin (2001); Moore (1971).
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ribution should follow a precise plotline: ‘The avenger typically devises a plan,
whereby she will, in a process whose narrative is itself of value, end up giving
whom she perceives to be a wrongdoer what the wrongdoer deserves’ (Zaibert,
2006: 105). This explains the complexity (and popularity!) of the famous narra‐
tives of revenge like the Count of Monte Christo and Hamlet. The most valued
expressions of high culture (Medea, Illiad, Odysseia) are especially enjoyed
because of the tales about the way the wronged protagonist in the end settles the
score. Retribution is the more satisfying if planned and if it unfolds slowly but
surely.

But exactly because of such well-executed ways of ‘getting them back’, one
could regard retribution as a profoundly immoral motive and practice. The urge
for punitive retribution not only is a primitive instinct, it also reveals the dark
side of the human soul: our capacity to design intricate plans for making someone
suffer and our enjoyment in fantasising about such plans and executing them. No
wonder that thinkers from old times have tried to distinguish (primitive, bar‐
baric) retribution from civilised ways of punishing wrongdoers. As I will shortly
argue, however, ideas of ‘enlightened’ punishment generally do not change the
deep urge for punitive retribution. Retribution (‘just desert’) is for most people
the primary motive for sentencing wrongdoers (Darley 2010; Mattinson & Mirr‐
lees-Black, 2000; Robinson, 2013). That is why so many thinkers have tried to
justify what seems at first glance an absurdity in the practices of retribution, that
is, the way it aims to restore evil (done to a victim) by doing evil to the perpetra‐
tor. Retribution of violence against victims by making the perpetrator suffer sim‐
ply adds violence to violence. Why would adding suffering to suffering bring the
scales of justice closer to balance? What does it solve?

I will argue that not the suffering of the perpetrator as such, but the (indi‐
rect) effect of retribution on the standing of the victim and the relationship with
the perpetrator explains why the just deserts motive is so appealing to people.
Much of the sting of being harmed by the perpetrator derives from the identity
implications of the act. To be taken advantage of, exploited or hurt is resented
because it implies that one is the sort of person who can be taken advantage of,
exploited or hurt. Retribution is sought for because it may have a function in
restoring the victim’s self-image and dignity. I will use studies in (moral) philoso‐
phy, (social) psychology and victimology to investigate the background of this
specific function of retribution and then argue for two theses:

1 The goals of retribution are not well served by the acts of retribution. Retri‐
bution is an ill-advised solution. There are better ways to accomplish what
retribution aims to accomplish.

2 Restorative justice can provide such better ways if it is understood in terms of
empowering victims. This involves procedures that strengthen victims’
autonomy and dignity, promote clarification (through dialogue and face-to-
face encounters with offenders) and give victims voice as defenders of shared
values.
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But first, I will sketch the classical moves in the direction of civilised punishment,
before investigating what the powerful motive of retribution might bring victims
(and observers).

2. Distinguishing primitive revenge from ‘enlightened’ retribution

Take Plato:

No one punishes a wrong-doer putting his mind on what they did and for the
sake of this, unless one takes mindless vengeance like a wild beast. But he
who undertakes to punish with reason does not avenge himself for the past
offence &; he looks rather to the future, and aims at preventing that particu‐
lar person and others who see him punished from doing wrong again (Plato,
Protagoras 324 a-b).

This is one of the oldest attempts to distinguish the enlightened goals of punish‐
ment (the prevention of wrongdoing) from its more primitive drives (vengeance).
In modern ethical theory, we distinguish so-called utilitarian, prospective goals,
like specific/general deterrence and the incapacitation of the perpetrator, from
deontological, retrospective goals: righting a wrong by administering a punish‐
ment proportionate to the harm done (just desert).2 Most people will endorse
both types of goals to justify punishment (Gromet & Darley, 2009; Orth, 2003).
They say that they value deterrence equally to deservingness as motives for sen‐
tencing perpetrators (Weiner, Graham & Reyna, 1997). Even so, there is a distinc‐
tion between what people say and what they do when it comes up to assigning
punishment. Research shows that when people are asked about their punishment
preference in cases of a single individual who has committed a crime, their appli‐
cation of the deterrence justification is remarkably low (Carlsmith & Darley,
2002). In their motivation for assigning punishment in cases of prototypical
wrongdoing (a harm intentionally inflicted on another by a perpetrator), the
deservingness-based stance dominates. People punish the wrongdoer in order to
give him his just desert rather than to achieve any future goal. Sentences are not
affected by considerations about preventing future offences through incapacitat‐
ing the perpetrator or deterring potential villains (Darley, Carlsmith & Robinson,
2000). It seems that in concrete cases just desert for most people is the primary
sentencing motive, because punitive retribution provides a necessary expression
of moral outrage (Frijda, 1994: 136; Hart, 1968: 255). Retribution communicates
to the perpetrator severe disapproval of the moral wrong done and the need for

2 Going back to classical sources like Immanuel Kant who defended an enlightened version of the
lex tallionis in his Metaphysik der Sitten (Kant, 1996: 473): ‘Judicial punishment can never be
used merely as a means to promote some other good for the criminal himself or for civil society
&, but must be pronounced over all criminals proportionate to their internal wickedness’ and to
Jeremy Bentham who argued that ‘general prevention ought to be the chief end of punishment,
as it is its real justification’ (Bentham, 1962: 396).
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the perpetrator to be accountable for that wrongness (Duff, 2011; Duff, 2001b
chaps. 4 and 6).

The prevailing dominance of the ‘just desert’ motive might partly explain why
late modernity has not resulted in a larger number of ‘enlightened’ criminal poli‐
cies with a growing focus on crime prevention and rehabilitation of trespassers.
On the contrary, it has brought us an unprecedented phenomenon of mass incar‐
ceration, not only in non-democratic states like China, but also in a democracy
like the United States, which currently has the largest proportion of its popula‐
tion imprisoned.3 It might explain why in countries like the Netherlands the
length of average prison sentence has doubled since the period of ‘leniency’ in the
1960s and 1970s, and why the number of ‘lifers’ in Holland has increased 300 per
cent since the seventies (Van Wely, 2013). It might explain why people endorse
harsher sentencing or the death penalty even if this has no use in terms of deter‐
ring potential criminals or preventing recidivism (Durlauf & Nagin, 2011; Radelet
& Lacock, 2009). And finally, it might explain why ideas of restorative justice and
reconciliatory practices operate only in the fringe of most criminal justice systems
(Fattah, 2007), despite the growing public attention for the position of victims,
the need for restoration of their dignity and for the repair of harms done (but see
De Mesmaecker, 2010).4

Because retribution is such a powerful motive, numerous attempts have been
made to justify it by distinguishing it as a civilised motive from (primitive)
revenge. According to a well-known argument by Robert Nozick (1983: 366-368),
revenge is emotional, personal, unlimited and unruled, while retribution sets an
internal limit to the amount of the punishment, does not involve the bloodthirsty
emotional tone of revenge and is ruled by the general principles of justice. It is
not difficult to show, however, that the distinction between revenge and retribu‐
tion is more rhetorical than analytic (Walker, 1995; Zaibert, 2006). Research
shows that for most people satisfactory revenge does not involve more violence
than the original (often they even want it to be less violent), need not be emo‐
tional (but rather well-executed) and is bound to all kind of norms (Elster 1990;
Haidt et al., 2010: 21). Retribution is nothing more than well-dressed revenge.
Both have the same psychological function and play the same sociocultural role,
despite the oddity of doing justice by adding violence to violence. It is no surprise
that philosophers and psychologists have for long tried to justify exactly this
accumulation of violence as something that is psychologically necessary and
morally acceptable.

3 See the ranking of prison population in 223 countries on the website of the Centre for Prison
Studies in London at www. prisonstudies. org/ highest -to -lowest (last accessed 12 May 2018). See
also Simon (2000).

4 Even Howard Zehr, a principled defender of the restorative approach to justice, has to acknowl‐
edge that, given the dominance of the retributive framework, it might be more realistic to seek
‘areas of collaboration’ and ‘move as far as we can toward a process that is restorative’ (Zehr,
2014: 58-59).
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3. What might retribution bring victims (and observers)?

The question is: why would punitive retribution restore the balance of justice? If
the scales are out of balance because of suffering inflicted, why would the inflic‐
tion of more suffering bring redemption? The straightforward answer is that the
balance of suffering is restored because the suffering caused by the perpetrator is
compensated by the enjoyment of seeing that the perpetrator gets his due (as
Alfred Hitchcock said: ‘Revenge is sweet and not fattening’).5 The expectation of
revenge indeed seems to be pleasurable to people. Brain research shows that the
(anticipation of) punishment of a defector or villain is associated with the neural
signs of pleasure (De Quervain et al., 2004). Brain scans with functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) show that there is an increased activation in reward-
related brain areas when defectors are punished, together with strongly reduced
empathy-related responses when people observe the defector receiving pain
(Singer et al., 2006). No wonder that people predict that taking revenge against a
person who wronged them will make them feel better about the incident.

Even so, psychological research shows that despite participants’ expectation,
those who acted on their desire for retribution reported more negative feelings
than those who did not have the opportunity to take revenge (Carlsmith, Wilson
& Gilbert, 2008). For advocates of the ‘just desert’ reaction, this is a disturbing
result. Experiments make clear that the positive expectations of people surround‐
ing revenge are not necessarily realised in its actual pursuit. A possible explana‐
tion of these findings may be the fact that in these experiments no ‘audience’ was
included: a third party, peers or (vicarious) bystanders in front of which the per‐
petrator gets his due and is humiliated. There are numerous indications that ret‐
ribution can only be powerful in bringing something if it is seen in function of
restoring the status, prestige and autonomy of the victim by ‘publicly’ taking
revenge on the perpetrator (Haidt et al., 2010: 3). Take the game-experiments
that economists have conducted under the name ‘ultimatum game’. In this game,
one player (the proposer) receives a sum of money and proposes how to divide
the sum between the proposer and the other player. The other player (the res‐
ponder) chooses to either accept or reject this proposal. If the second player
accepts, the money is split according to the proposal. If the second player rejects,
neither player receives any money. It appears that responders typically reject
most offers below 40 per cent of the total sum, leaving both players empty-
handed. Of course this is not rational in terms of realised outcomes: better have
some part of the money than nothing. Even so, responders reject an uneven dis‐
tribution, and proposers anticipate this by offering between 40 and 50 per cent of
the money. Apparently, people regard the symbolic meaning of a poor offer as
more important than the money they could get for free. Why would the proposer,

5 A more sophisticated answer, in line with Hegel’s Philosophy of Right (Hegel, 1821/1967), does
not focus on correcting the imbalance in the distribution of suffering, but rather on the restora‐
tion of the balance of equal rights (the perpetrator has negated the victim’s right to security and
therefore loses his right to immunity from punishment). But also then it is not clear why
restricting the liberty of offenders would restore the rights of the victims, unless rebalancing is
defined as a situation in which all parties have to loose. See Baehler (2007: 291-292 and 295).
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who by chance received an amount of money, be entitled a (considerably) bigger
share? Responders experience a poor offer as disrespectful and refuse, so that the
proposer gets nothing, even if this leaves the responders empty-handed too. They
punish the proposer at their own cost, because they feel humiliated, which means
that not only the proposer’s offer is valued because of its symbolic meaning, but
also the way the responder retaliates a poor offer by refusing it. Retribution
stands in function of restoring the dignity of the disadvantaged party. This sym‐
bolic function is confirmed by various studies. The perception of disrespect
appears to be a better predictor of the likelihood of a victim pursuing a claim than
more objective features such as the degree of material or physical harm (Miller,
2001: 544).

The physical discomfort experienced by a victim of theft/attack/assault has
been shown to be subordinate to the symbolic elements that are incorporated
into that attack (Greenwell & Dengerink, 1973: 70). That is why unintentional
acts of harm provoke less anger and less retaliation than do intentional acts of
harm (Miller, 2001: 536). The degree of intentionality attributed to the perpetra‐
tor is inversely related to the intensity of the victims’ reaction to that harm (Bies
& Tripp, 1996). The reaction of the victim is dependent on how she perceives the
perpetrator’s state of mind (Tedeschi & Nessler, 1993). No wonder that people
are much more inclined to forego grievance procedures if they feel that the agent
of harm is treating them with respect (Merry & Silbey, 1984).

In general, being victimised is hurtful because it touches upon the victim’s
identity. This is the reason why victims are not content with a mere compensa‐
tion (if possible) that restores the status quo (stolen goods are returned, damages
are paid for). The violation they have experienced has not only material, but also
(and often predominantly) symbolic meaning. Victimisation means that the
offender has violently appropriated status and power over the victim and the
wider community (Okimoto & Wenzel, 2008). Punishing an offender then may
serve the victim in three ways:

1 it restores the victim as an active actor (autonomy): she is no longer (just) a
passive sufferer;

2 it restores the victim’s prestige (status) by degrading and disempowering the
offender (Wenzel, Okimoto, Feather & Platow, 2008);

3 it gives the victim voice as a defender of the values that she and the offender
are supposed to share (Braithwaite, 1989).

If victimisation means a loss of dignity, then the urge for retribution and ‘getting
the perpetrator back’ might best be understood as an attempt to regain agency
and dignity. Personal prestige is in many ways associated with autonomy and
being strong enough not to let others take advantage of oneself. Standing up
against one’s opponent/oppressor and actively defending one’s case is a mark of
independent agency and self-worth. That is why it is so well understood and
admired when victims say that they want to look their attacker in the eyes, for
instance in the courtroom where he is brought to trial. Being able to face the per‐
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petrator is for victims often a precondition to face oneself and one’s community
(Vidmar, 2001).

In the story of Esther, honour and dignity are the main values at stake
(Laniak, 1998). Haman seeks revenge because his pride was hurt by Mordecai who
himself upholds his identity and honour as Jew by not bowing before ‘earthly
princes’. Esther deserves deep respect for the way in which she risks her life by
uninvitedly seeking the king’s presence and asking him and Haman for a banquet
in which she dares to accuse the highest official of the court (Laniak, 1998: 107
ff). But most pointedly, the dignity of the Jews is established at the moment they
are allowed by the king to defend themselves with force against the attackers who
aim to pursue the king’s decree which unfortunately cannot be made undone (it is
a law of the Medes and Persians).

4. Better ways of serving the goals of retribution

What victims apparently seek and observers wish for is regaining what is lost
because of the symbolic function of the perpetrator’s offence: dignity and
autonomy. Regaining dignity is a relationship issue. A crime is ‘a profound
expression of disrespect for the victim as a person’ (Achilles & Zehr, 2001: 88).
This is what makes being victimised so hurtful. Victims, therefore, require the
restoration of respect from the side of the perpetrator who is the one who has
insulted them in the first place. But victims also seek to regain standing within
their community from which they may feel estranged, because – as a victim – they
are part of a story of thwarted moral expectations. Transgressions are experi‐
enced as violations of values that were presumed to be shared between victim and
offender. The fact that a crime questions such values not only undermines vic‐
tims’ social identity, but also threatens their experience of the world as a mean‐
ingful and normatively safe place (Wenzel & Okimoto, 2010: 403-404).

Retributive punishment is sought for as a way of restoring respect and dig‐
nity in the victim and rebuilding trust and meaning. That is why some have
defended retributive punishment as a form of restoration: ‘restoration through
retribution’ (Duff, 2001a: 83, 2001b, 2011). According to this view, the infliction
of hardship and pain is not the ultimate goal of punishment. The ‘essential pur‐
pose should be to achieve restoration’ (Duff, 2001a: 83).

Even so, retributive punishment is a notoriously indirect and inefficient way of
serving that purpose. Retribution restores respect in the victim by publicly recog‐
nising the wrong that he has suffered, and by condemning, degrading and disem‐
powering the offender (Kleinig, 2011; Okimoto & Wenzel, 2008; Wenzel, Oki‐
moto, Feather & Platow, 2008). And it has the indirect function of signalling and
communicating the import of values and norms (Duff, 2001b; Okimoto & Wen‐
zel, 2009). One might question whether there are not better, that is more direct
and efficient ways to restore the status-power relationship and to renew social
consensus with the offender about the values violated. What would be a better
way to reach the important symbolic results for the victim that retribution has to
effect via punishing the perpetrator?
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Restorative justice is a powerful alternative to retributive justice. Restorative
justice – which is a term referring to a set of theories and practices that are criti‐
cal of the existing criminal justice system – is promising because it understands
transgressions and crimes not primarily as a violation of rules, but as a violation
against persons and human relations (Zehr, 2014: 64-69; Zehr, 1990/2015). It
sees crime as a relationship issue, which seems to be a good starting point, if
restoring dignity in the victim (a relationship issue!) is the main goal of reacting
to a crime. Restorative practices do not promote justice by putting perpetrators to
trial, but through constructive dialogue between victims, offenders and their
communities, seeking to identify obligations, to meet needs and to promote heal‐
ing and dignity. In short, restorative justice promotes practices that directly fos‐
ter the restoration of interpersonal respect and worth (Braithwaite, 2002; Zehr,
1998).

In practice, however, restorative justice procedures are used only in a tiny
minority of cases as an alternative to the usual criminal justice procedures. Psy‐
chologists suggest that people prefer restorative procedures only in cases of less
severe crimes and in cases in which they share an identity and expect value con‐
sensus between victim and perpetrator (Gromet & Darley, 2009; Okimoto, Wen‐
zel, & Feather, 2012). It appears, however, that these alleged preferences are
highly dependent on the way restorative justice is conceptualised. If restorative
justice is primarily understood as ‘the repair of justice through reaffirming a
shared value consensus in a bilateral process’, it is understandable that ‘concerns
about shared values are primarily related to restorative justice’, while ‘concerns
about status and power are primarily related to retributive justice’ (Wenzel et al.,
2008: 375). And if the building of renewed value consensus is seen as the main
goal of restorative justice, it is understandable that people will endorse a restora‐
tive rather than a punitive, retributive response when they perceive a shared
identity (or a shared group membership) with the offender (Gromet & Darley,
2009: 55).

Similarly, if retributive justice is primarily contrasted with compensatory jus‐
tice aimed at compensating the victim of the harm done instead of punishing the
harm-doer, it is understandable that people prefer retribution in cases of severe
crimes, like rape or kidnapping, where it seems difficult to genuinely ‘compensate’
the victim (Van Prooijen, 2010).

Conceptualisations of restorative justice in terms of reaffirming value con‐
sensus or compensating the victim neglect the importance of the symbolic func‐
tions that not only retribution but also restorative procedures may have. As we
saw, victims experience the discomfort, pain and/or (material) loss caused by a
perpetrator in many cases as less important than the symbolic elements that are
incorporated into the assault. They are not just physically or materially harmed,
they have been wronged (Duff, 2011: 70). They feel disempowered and degraded.
That is why they value the symbolic effect of justice procedures in terms of
regaining respect and dignity more than possible (material) compensation. This
means that if restorative justice aims to be a better and more direct way of serv‐
ing the needs of victims than retributive justice, we need to conceptualise restora‐
tive justice procedures primarily in terms of empowerment, self-respect and
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building interpersonal dignity (Aertsen, Bolívar, De Mesmaecker & Lauwers
2011). In this way, restorative justice can be regarded as a kind of ‘reversed retri‐
bution’ (Walgrave, 2004/2010: 55-56), because it directs the mechanism of requi‐
tal (‘paying-back’) and compensation directly to the victim who has been wronged
instead of taking the inefficient detour of degrading and incapacitating the
offender, a detour that often amounts to nothing more than adding violence to
violence. Restorative justice as empowerment is thus a form of positive recom‐
pensation.

5. Restorative justice as empowerment

Recall that punitive retribution might (indirectly) serve the victim in three ways:
(1) by restoring her as an active actor (autonomy), (2) by restoring the victim’s
prestige (status), and (3) by giving the victim voice as a defender of important val‐
ues. Exactly on these issues restorative justice procedures might do much better
than retributive justice mechanisms.

5.1 Back in the driver’s seat: restoring autonomy
One early basis of the restorative justice movement was Nils Christie’s (1977)
conviction that offences should be considered as issues that belong to victims and
offenders and not to criminal justice institutions and their officials.

Victims of violent crime want to play a role and have their voice heard in the
judicial proceedings. However, the criminal justice system does not suffi‐
ciently meet these concerns. Respondents felt alienated and uninvolved in
the judicial procedures that dealt with the drama that befell them. Victimiza‐
tion already left them feeling somewhat disoriented, or even destroyed. The
depersonalization of the judicial file and the feeling of being excluded only
added to this feeling of alienation (Van Camp, 2014: 102).

Studies into the consequences of victimisation show that victims experience a
profound loss of control. They need to recover their autonomy (Herman,
1992/2015: 33 ff). This why it is so important for victims to have process control,
the opportunity to be actively involved and have one’s concerns expressed and to
be heard (Van Camp, 2014: 84).

Restorative justice aims to bring victims back into the driver’s seat of the pro‐
cess. Victims participating in restorative procedures appear to feel more in con‐
trol because they have the chance to make many choices at the start of the inter‐
vention (shall I participate?) as well as throughout the whole process, for exam‐
ple, whether to have shuttle or face-to-face communication with the perpetrator
(Armstrong, 2012). Restorative procedures are much more suited to restore
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autonomy in the victim than the impersonal juridical processes with which mod‐
ern states try to effect retribution.6

5.2 Facing the offender: restoring dignity and self-assurance
Restorative procedures make it possible for victims to address directly the
offender, and this is something that may be of great help, even for victims of seri‐
ous crimes like sexual offences (McGlynn, Westmarland & Godden, 2012). In vic‐
tim-offender mediation programmes, victims get the opportunity to vent their
emotions in front of the offender, describe the consequences of victimisation and
ask for explanations. It appears that victims who participate in such programmes
have a much better sense of being heard and acknowledged than in the context of
criminal justice procedures where they are often heard only as witness (Wemmers
& Cyr, 2006). Victims feel validated when offenders are able to offer an apology
(Choi, Green & Kapp, 2010), but even when this result does not obtain, they
experience their active role and the respectful treatment by the mediator and oth‐
ers involved as distinctively empowering (Harris, Walgrave & Braithwaite, 2004).
In general, for victims, the restorative procedure itself is more important than
the outcome. Regardless of whether the process results in favourable outcomes
like answers or an apology, most victims experience it as helpful. The possibility
to look the offender in the eye and confront them with the consequences of vic‐
timisation is empowering in itself (Choi, Bazemore & Gilbert, 2012).

Also, meeting the individual perpetrator helps the victim not to overgeneral‐
ise the event, which will happen if the offender is perceived as belonging to a
large, anonymous group of perpetrators who together make the world a danger‐
ous place. Such a perception fosters the negative feeling as if nowhere is safe.
Individualising the offender as a person who did a bad thing may, therefore, help
building a victim’s self-assurance and feeling of control (Pemberton, Winkel &
Groenhuijsen, 2007).

Victims participating in restorative justice practices perceive the procedures
as fair and helpful, not because it enables them to make demands or get compen‐
sation for possible losses, but because it promotes recognition, self-assurance and
understanding (Wemmers & Cyr, 2006).

5.3 Interaction and dialogue: restoring meaning

Restorative procedures facilitate interaction between victim and offender (either
directly or via a mediator), so that the victim may get answers and clarification. If

6 What about the autonomy of the perpetrator? In line with Immanuel Kant, one could argue that
the retributive view of justice is a way of acknowledging the status of perpetrators as morally
responsible, autonomous agents, and thus a way of upholding the dignity of wrongdoers (see
Baehler, 2007: 292). Restorative justice does not take such an abstract idea of dignity as viable,
though. It understands dignity as resulting from mutual acknowledgement in relationships. As
such, restorative practices can contribute to the dignity of not only the victim, but also the per‐
petrator, whose (life-)story is also heard and whose position as partner in a respectful dialogue is
acknowledged.
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a dialogue is realised, this may further enhance the opportunity for victims of
reconstructing the truth, which is needed for closure (Armstrong, 2012; Van
Camp, 2014: 103; Shapland & Hall, 2007).

Crime victims need answers to disturbing questions: Why me? What exactly
has happened? What was my role? Answers to these questions may be needed to
build a coherent narrative and find meaning (Kirkwood, 2010) and to counter
feelings of self-blame that impede the experience of self-worth. Also, clarification
about what has happened may prevent burdensome processes of rumination (rep‐
etitious dwelling on the negative experience) and unwanted afterthoughts (Pem‐
berton et al., 2007).

Restorative justice procedures, which aim to establish a dialogue between vic‐
tim and perpetrator, are much better suited to reach clarification than the adver‐
sarial practices in retributive procedures (like interrogations in court). Note also
that entering into a dialogue with the offender is not only a matter of getting the
answers for the sake of knowing the answers. Receiving answers ultimately fos‐
ters a feeling of acknowledgement that is conducive to dignity (Tyler, 1994).

5.4 Facing the community: restoring face

Many victims experience isolation after the crime (Bennet, 2007: 252). They feel
disconnected to the world as a safe place (Herman, 1992/2015: 51ff). His or her
image of a fair world in which everybody is treated respectfully has been dam‐
aged. They are part of a story in which values have been disrupted and which con‐
trasts with the accepted moral order. This may affect their image of themselves
and their social relationships. Victims feel helpless and often feel shame for what
has happened.

Restorative justice processes are meant to reconnect victims (and offenders!)
to the community, not only by giving them positive support but also by helping
victims to give voice to the values they expect to share with the offender and with
the wider community and to express their indignation about the breach of accep‐
ted moral rules (Van Camp, 2014: 130). Victims are allowed into a position in
which they themselves stand up for what is commonly regarded as normatively
imperative. Not the judicial authorities are the defenders of important values of
justice, but those who have been treated unjustly, which may strengthen their
sense of standing and self-worth. Victims in restorative practices appear to be
willing to engage themselves in order to contribute to a safer society and even
help the offender, or offer him forgiveness, as well work on their own healing pro‐
cess (Armour & Umbreit, 2006). Particularly, the victim’s engagement in such a
role as social actor, which goes beyond the personal level of their case, seems to
be conducive to true empowerment as it strengthens social dignity and self-
esteem (Aertsen et al., 2011).
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6. Conclusion

Restoration processes may be profoundly empowering if victims can exercise con‐
trol and be ‘agents’ instead of ‘patients’ (Presser & Hamilton, 2006), if they have
the opportunity to face the offender in a safe environment, and if they can say
what they want to say, ask questions for further information and enter into a dia‐
logue about values. A restoration process may serve to restore a victim’s belief in
a just world and to make sense of the victimising event, which is conducive to
positive acknowledgement. Victims may acquire autonomy, dignity and standing
as active agents in their case and become promoters of reflection and action with
regard to more general concerns.

Even so, favouring restorative procedures above retributive punishment, also
in case of serious offences, may be seen as amounting to a betrayal of the victims
of crime. On the other hand, implementing highly punitive measures could be
regarded as a way of taking the side of victims (Fattah, 2007: 212). However, I
hope to have made clear that such a view is nothing but self-deception. Retribu‐
tive punishment is a profoundly inefficient, indirect and even ineffective way of
helping the victims of crime. Apart from a temporary and short-lasting satisfac‐
tion of vindictive desires, it does not bring the victim what empowering restora‐
tive procedures can realise. Restorative justice can do better and can do more, as
long as it is understood as a way of empowering victims, restoring their dignity
and standing, and equalising the relationship with the offender(s). Restorative
justice aims at honouring the offended, not by humiliating the offender, but by
restoring healthy relationships.

But does restorative justice also account for the broader, public impact of
offences? Not only victims, offenders and their peers are stakeholders of what is
going on in crime, but also the public at large. Is punitive retribution not the most
appropriate way to react to social unrest and to express blame? I don’t think so.
Censuring crime is first and foremost a communicative action: we want the
offender and the public to understand our strong disapproval of the offence. But
‘good communication needs adequate settings’ (Walgrave, 2004/2010: 50), and
there is every reason to think that offenders will be less open to communication
in the antagonistic setting of a courtroom where they are threatened with punish‐
ment than in mediation conferences where victim(s), offender(s) and their peers
are present. And because the public disapproval will be closely connected to the
symbolic import of an offence, addressing exactly this import by aiming to restore
the dignity and standing of the victim and defending shared values will meet at
least an important part of public expectations.7

On all counts, restorative justice appears to be a more direct and effective
way of answering offences and countering the wrong done by offenders. If the
perpetrator endures the hardship of moral condemnation, loss of standing and

7 One of the important issues for further research in victimology as well as social and moral psy‐
chology probably is the way vindictive impulses in public reactions may be influenced by testimo‐
nies and reports on how restorative procedures honour and empower victims and their peers.
Nuanced analyses like those by Vicky De Mesmaecker (2010) deserve imitation and follow-up.
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particular restorative obligations, such a pain is not the aim of restorative justice.
The aim is to restore the dignity of the victim and foster healthy social relations.

We might think back of the story of Mordecai. While his life is in danger, the
king honours him. For Haman, this means humiliation, but humiliating Haman
was never the purpose of honouring Mordecai, nor was Haman’s humiliation the
cause of Mordecai’s dignity. Haman loses his face in front of the community,
which is illustrated in the story as he literarily covers his head, so that he doesn’t
have to face his peers. Similarly, when Esther is honoured by the king who hears
her plea, Haman humiliates himself by throwing himself on her bed. The king is
furious and at that point Haman’s face is covered by the king’s servants as a sign
that he is socially dead already. Finally, the Jews are allowed to take up their
weapons against those who threaten to kill them. But this is not a case of
revenge, but of pure self-defence. There is no message of retaliation in Esther’s
story. The message is about the dignity the oppressed receive, not by humiliating
their oppressors, but by standing up for themselves.8
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